Year 6 Homework legends!

Term: 1 Week: 8 HOMEWORK DUE FRIDAY!

The top row is COMPULSORY. You should then choose one or more activities from the bottom row.

READING: This is now a GIVEN. FINISH A BOOK TO DO A LEXILE TEST IN WEEK 8! Remember: YOU should be in charge of your reading – own this

responsibility and find books you enjoy! Reading something every single day is a vital element of your awesome learning! .
SPELLING
Write out your 10 spelling words
four times over the week.
This week’s number 10 word for
everyone is:

definitely
Use one of the strategies
suggested on the spelling list
sheet – colour coding helps
you recognise the individual
sound patterns of which your
words are built.

Signature:
MATHS

Optional extra!
Timeline activity
using large
numbers.
Signature:

MATHS: number lines.

Complete the
number line
estimation activity
printed at school –
revision of mixed
fractions.
Signature:
ENGLISH
Write a sentence using a
conjunction for each of the
words represented by
FANBBOYS. Can you remember
them all?! Look them up if you

ENGLISH: prepositions
Cut out a news article
from the North West
Telegraph or the West
Australian. Glue it in and
highlight prepositions
you find:

MATHS BASICS

RELIGION

Times table challenge this
week:

Complete this week’s
diary activity (beginning
20th March) and share
with class on Friday.

in, into, over, beside, by,
above, around, through,
between, near, among, within,
to etc.
Signature:
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Remember: come and be
tested for your 25 second
sticker on each one!

Draw/paint a picture that
captures you doing something
that you love. We will put our
pictures up in the classroom.

Write down ten qualities
of a leader? Think
about how you believe
you are trying to be a
leader in the school
and in class this year.

Learn the first 30 elements of
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Signature:

can’t recall.

Signature:

Ask your parents to listen to
you run through all the times
tables you know from 1-12.
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YEAR 6

SCIENCE

the periodic table. Use the
song on Youtube by asap
Science to assist you.

